The present article provides a comprehensive review of the work carried out on developing PRESEMT, a hybrid language-independent machine translation (MT) methodology. This methodology has been designed to facilitate rapid creation of MT systems for unconstrained language pairs, setting the lowest possible requirements on specialised resources and tools. Given the limited availability of resources for many languages, only a very small bilingual corpus is required, while language modelling is performed by sampling a large target language (TL) monolingual corpus. The article summarises implementation decisions, using the Greek-English language pair as a test case. Evaluation results are reported, for both objective and subjective metrics. Finally, main error sources are identified and directions are described to improve this hybrid MT methodology.
Introduction and background
Currently a large proportion of languageindependent MT approaches are based on the statistical machine translation (SMT) paradigm (Koehn, 2010) . A main benefit of SMT is that it is directly amenable to new language pairs, provided appropriate training data are available for extracting translation and language models. The main obstacle to the creation of an SMT system is the requirement for SL-TL parallel corpora of a sufficient size to allow the extraction of meaningful translation models. Such corpora (of the order of million sentences) are hard to obtain, particularly for less resourced languages. On the other hand, the translation accuracy of such systems largely depends on the quality and size of the bilingual corpora, as well as their relevance to the domain of text being translated. Even if such parallel corpora exist for a language pair, they are frequently restricted to a specific domain (or a narrow range of domains). As a consequence, these corpora are not suitable for creating MT systems that focus on other domains. For this reason, in SMT, researchers are investigating the extraction of information from monolingual corpora, including lexical translation probabilities (Klementiev et al., 2012) and topicspecific information (Su et al., 2011) .
Alternative techniques for creating MT systems using less informative but readily available resources have been proposed. Even if these methods do not provide a translation quality as high as SMT, their ability to develop hybrid MT systems with very limited specialised resources represents an important advantage. Such methods include automatic inference of templates for structural transfer from SL to TL (Caseli et al., 2008 and Sanchez-Martinez et al., 2009 ). Similarly, Carbonell et al. (2006) propose an MT method that needs no parallel text, but relies on a lightweight translation model utilising a fullform bilingual dictionary and a decoder for longrange context. Other systems using low-cost resources include METIS (Dologlou et al., 2003) and METIS-II (Markantonatou et al., 2009; Carl et al., 2008) , which utilise a bilingual lexicon and monolingual corpora to translate SL texts. METIS/METIS II, which have studied translation only towards English, employ pattern recognition algorithms to retrieve the most appropriate translation from a monolingual corpus.
The MT methodology in brief
The MT methodology has been developed within the PRESEMT (Pattern REcognitionbased Statistically Enhanced MT) project, funded by the European Commission (cf. www.presemt.eu). It comprises three stages:
(i) pre-processing, where the input sentence is tagged and lemmatised (ii) main translation, where the actual translation output is generated and (iii) post-processing, where the corresponding tokens are generated from lemmas.
The main translation process is split in two phases, namely (a) the establishment of the translation structure in terms of phrase order and (b) the definition of word order and resolution of lexical ambiguities at an intra-phrase level.
In terms of resources, PRESEMT utilises a bilingual lemma dictionary providing SL -TL lexical correspondences. It also employs an extensive TL monolingual corpus, compiled automatically via web crawling (Pomikalek et al., 2008) to generate a comprehensive phrase-based language model. The provision of the monolingual corpus allows PRESEMT to use only a very small bilingual corpus for mapping the transfer from SL to TL sentence structures. This bilingual corpus only numbers a few hundred sentences, reducing reliance on costly linguistic resources. The corpus is assembled from available parallel corpora, only replacing free translations with more literal ones, to allow the accurate extraction of structural modifications. The parallel corpus coverage is not studied prior to integration in PRESEMT, which would have allowed an optimisation of translation performance.
Extracting information from corpora

Parallel corpus
Initially, both the bilingual and the monolingual corpora are annotated 1 so as to incorporate lemma and Part-of-Speech (PoS) information and other salient language-specific morphological features (e.g. case, number, tense etc.). Furthermore, for the TL side, a shallow parser or chunker (hereafter referred to as parser) is used to split the sentences into syntactic phrases. As the proposed methodology has been developed to maximise the use of publicly-available software, the user is free to select any desired parser for the TL language.
To avoid either an additional SL side parser or potential incompatibilities between the two parsers, the Phrase Aligner module (PAM, Tambouratzis et al., 2011 ) is implemented. PAM transfers the TL side parsing scheme, which encompasses lemma, tag and parsing information, to the SL side, based on lexical information coupled with statistical data on PoS tag correspondences extracted from the lexicon. The parsing scheme includes phrase boundaries and phrase labels. PAM follows a 3-step process, involving (a) lexicon-based alignment, (b) alignment based on similarity of grammatical features and PoS tag correspondence and (c) alignment on the evidence of already aligned neighbouring words.
The SL side of the aligned corpus is subsequently processed by the Phrasing model generator (PMG), to create an SL phrasing model which will then parse sentences input for translation. The original PMG implementation (Tambouratzis et al., 2011) has utilised Conditional Random Fields (CRF), due to the considerable representation capabilities of this model (Lafferty et al., 2001) . CRF is a statistical modelling method that takes context into account to predict labels for sequences of input samples.
The implementation of an alternative PMG methodology (termed PMG-simple) based on template-matching principles has also been pursued. PMG-simple locates phrases that match exactly what it has seen before, based on a simple template-matching algorithm (Duda et al., 2001) . The templates used are the phrases to which the SL side sentences of the bilingual corpus have been segmented. In contrast to CRF, PMG-simple implements a greedy search (Black, 2005) without backtracking. Initially all phrases are positioned in an ordered list according to their likelihood of being accurately detected. Starting from the phrase with the highest likelihood, PMG-simple examines if each phrase occurs in the input sentence. If it does and the constituent words are not part of an already established phrase, the constituent words are marked as parts of this phrase and are no longer considered in the phrase-matching process. If the phrase pattern does not occur, the next in-line phrase is considered, until the table is exhausted.
Comparative results between CRF and PMGsimple are reported in the results section.
Monolingual corpus
The TL monolingual corpus is processed to extract two complementary types of information. The first type supports disambiguation between multiple possible translations, while the second determines the order of words in the final translation and the addition or removal of functional words, using a TL phrase model derived from an indexing based on (i) phrase type, (ii) phrase head lemma and (iii) phrase head PoS tag.
The TL phrases are then organised in a hash map that allows the storage of multiple values for each key, using as a key the three aforementioned criteria. For each phrase the number of occurrences within the corpus is retained. Each hash map is stored in a separate file to minimise access time during translation.
Translation phase 1: Structure selection
The Structure selection phase determines the type and relative position of TL phrases to which the SL ones are translated. To achieve this, PRESEMT consults the SL-to-TL structural modifications as contained in the PAMprocessed parallel corpus. In that respect, it resembles EBMT (Hutchins, 2005) . Translation phase 1 receives as input an SL sentence, annotated with tag & lemma information and segmented into phrases by the PMG. A dynamic programming algorithm then determines for each SL side the most similar (in terms of phrase structure) SL sentence from the bilingual corpus. Similarity is calculated by taking into account structural information such as the phrase type, the PoS tag and case (if applicable) of the phrase head and phrase functional head info. The phrases of the input sentence are then reordered to generate the translation structure by combining the phrase alignments established by the algorithm and the SL-TL phrase alignment information stored in the pair of parallel sentences.
The dynamic programming algorithm compares structures from the same language. The most similar SL structure from the bilingual corpus, that will determine the TL translation structure, is thus selected purely on SL properties. The similarity of two sentences is calculated as a weighted internal product between the two sentences, traversing both sentences in parallel from their start towards their end. The implemented method utilises the Smith-Waterman variant (Smith and Waterman, 1981) .
The last step of this phase is the translation of words using the bilingual lexicon.
2 All translation alternatives are disambiguated during the subsequent translation phase.
Translation Phase 2: Translation equivalent selection
Issues resolved in the second phase are phraseinternal and include (i) word order within each phrase, (ii) introduction or deletion of functional words and (iii) selection of the best candidate in the case of translation ambiguities. These are resolved using the phrase-based indexing of the TL monolingual corpus. For each phrase of the sentence being translated, the algorithm searches the TL phrase model for similar phrases. If the search is successful, all retrieved TL phrases are compared to the phrase to be translated. The comparison is based on the words included, their tags and lemmas and the morphological features. For the purposes of the proposed methodology, the stable-marriage algorithm (Gale & Shapley, 1962) is applied for calculating the similarity and aligning the words of a phrase pair. In comparison to other relevant algorithms, the Gale-Shapley algorithm, results in potentially non-optimal solutions, but possesses the advantage of a substantially lower complexity and thus a reduced processing time.
Using the most similar TL phrase and the word alignments generated by the stablemarriage algorithm, word reordering, translation disambiguation and addition or removal of functional words is performed for each phrase of the input sentence. The final translation is produced by combining all of its translated phrases.
Developing new Language Pairs
The porting of the proposed methodology to new language pairs is straightforward. The summary presented herewith is based on the creation of a new Greek-to-Italian language pair, and is typical of porting to new TLs. Initially, the NLP tools need to be selected for the new language (tagger & lemmatiser, shallow parser). In addition, a TL monolingual corpus and a bilingual lexicon need to be provided. The following steps are then taken: A. Create a java wrapper class for the Italian annotation tools, and provide rules for identifying heads of phrases.
B. Tag/lemmatise and chunk the TL corpus, which takes less than a day.
C. Process the chunked Italian corpus to generate the phrase model. This operation is fully automated and performed off-line (e.g. for a corpus of 100 million words, approx. 1.5 days are needed).
D. For the parallel corpus, train the PAM/PMG suite for the relevant language pair (less than 2 hours needed).
Objective Evaluation Experiments
The evaluation results reported in this article focus on the Greek -English language pair. Two datasets have been used (a development set and a test set), each of which comprises 200 sentences, with a length of between 7 and 40 words. For every sentence, exactly one reference translation has been created, by SL-language native speakers and then the translation correctness was cross-checked by TL-language native speakers. To objectively evaluate the translation accuracy, four automatic evaluation metrics have been chosen, namely BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , NIST (NIST 2002), Meteor (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) and TER (Snover et al., 2006) . When developing the MT methodology, extensive evaluation was carried out at regular intervals (Sofianopoulos et al., 2012) . The evolution of translation accuracy is depicted within Figure  2 . The falling trend for TER, signifies a continuously improving translation performance. The current results for a number of MT systems for the development set are reported in Table 1 . These results show that at the current stage of development the proposed approach has a quality exceeding that of WorldLingo and Systran, but is still inferior to Google and Bing. The results are particularly promising, taking into account that the proposed methodology has been developed for a substantially shorter period than the other systems, and has no language-specific information injected into it. According to an er-ror analysis carried out, most of the errors are due to the lack of syntactic information (e.g. the inability to distinguish between object/subject). Also a point which can be improved concerns the mapping of sentence structures from SL to TL. To address this, additional experiments are currently under way involving larger monolingual corpora.
Number of sentences
Even without this type of knowledge, the proposed methodology has shown substantial scope for improvement, as evidenced by the evolution of the objective translation metrics (cf. Figure  2) . It is expected that this trend will be continued in future versions of the MT system. Table 2 . Effect on PRESEMT translation accuracy of using the two distinct PMG variants Recent activity towards improving translation accuracy has focussed on the effect of using different PMG approaches, as summarised in section 3. According to Table 2 , an improvement in all four metrics is achieved using PMG-simple instead of CRF. For the limited training set defined by the parallel corpus, PMG-simple extracts more effectively the phrasing model. An improvement of approx. 3% in the BLEU score is achieved over the CRF-based system. The reduction in TER is almost 2% indicating a sizable improvement in translation quality, while NIST and METEOR scores are improved by 1% and 1.9% respectively.
Subjective Evaluation Results
To fully evaluate translation quality, both objective and subjective evaluation have been implemented. The latter type is carried out by humans who assess translation quality.
Human evaluation is considered to be more representative of the actual MT quality (Callison-Burch, et al., 2008 , though on the other hand it is time-consuming and laborious. Furthermore, it lacks objectivity (single evaluators may not be consistent in assessing a given translation through time while two evaluators may yield completely different judgements on the same text) and must be repeated for every new test result.
For the human evaluation, for each language pair, a total of 15 language professionals were recruited, who were either language professionals, closely associated with MT tasks, or postgraduate university students in the area of linguistics. Two types of subjective evaluation were carried out. The first one involves the experts grading translations generated by the PRE-SEMT system regarding their adequacy and fluency. Adequacy refers to the amount of information from the SL text that is retained in the translation, based on a 1-5 scale of scores (with a score of 1 corresponding to the worst translation). Fluency measures whether the translation is well-formed, also on a 1-5 scale, with emphasis being placed on grammaticality.
The second type of subjective evaluation involves direct comparison between the translations generated by PRESEMT and by other established MT systems over the same dataset. In this case, each evaluator ranks the translations of the different systems, these systems being presented in randomised order to ensure the dependability of the feedback received.
Subjective evaluation activities were carried out during two distinct periods (namely October and December 2012), separated by two months. The purpose of implementing two sessions has been to judge the improvement in the system within the intervening period. Thus, two distinct versions of the EL-EN MT system corresponding to these two time points were used. For ref-erence, the objective evaluation results obtained for the test sentences are listed in Table 3 . In both cases, the CRF-based PMG was used since it was more mature at the time of evaluation.
A specifically-designed platform has been developed to support subjective evaluation activities 3 . This platform has been used to (a) collect the human evaluators' feedback for the different language pairs and (b) support the subsequent assessment of the results via statistical methods. In addition, in phase 2 of subjective evaluation, adequacy and fluency measurements were collected for the three operational systems used as reference systems (namely Google Translate, Bing and WorldLingo). These operational systems have higher adequacy and fluency values than PRESEMT, as indicated in Table 4 . Furthermore, paired t-tests have confirmed that at a 0.99 level of significance, these three systems have statistically superior subjective measurements to the proposed methodology. To provide a reference, for the same set of 200 sentences, objective metrics are shown in Table 3 for each system. As can be seen the relative order of the systems in the subjective evaluations (in terms of adequacy and fluency) is confirmed by the objective measurements.
A second subjective evaluation focused on ranking comparatively the translations of the four studied MT systems. Evaluators were presented with the outputs of the four systems in randomized order, to conceal the identity of each system. The evaluators were requested to order the four translations from higher to lower quality (with 1 denoting the more accurate translation.
To transform this ranking into a single score, the individual rankings per evaluator have been accumulated and normalized over the number of evaluators. Then the representative scoring has been defined as a weighted sum of frequency of a system being ranked as first, second, third and fourth best over all evaluators, by multiplying with weights of 40, 30, 20 and 10 respectively. The average scores of the proposed methodology were the lowest, followed by the ranking results for WorldLingo. The results of Bing and Google are comparable with the Google results giving the best results. A statistical analysis was carried out using paired t-tests for all six pairings of the four systems being studied. This has confirmed that the differences in subjective scores are statistically significant at a level of 0.95.
To summarise, subjective evaluation has shown that the PRESEMT methodology has an inferior translation performance in terms of subjective measurements to the three operational systems. This can be justified as the proposed methodology refrains from utilising languagespecific information as a priori grammatical knowledge. Inferior translations also reflect the much shorter development time available as well as the very limited amount of expensive resources provided. The effect on translation quality of using pre-existing tools (to ease portability to new language pairs) needs to be stressed, as no modification of these tools was performed to remedy systematic shortcomings identified. For the newer MT versions now available, a new round of subjective evaluations is planned. It has been observed that improvements in objective metrics are followed by improved subjective evaluation performance. Thus, for these new versions, an improved accuracy is expected.
Discussion
In the present article the principles and implementation of a novel language-independent MT methodology have been presented. This methodology draws on information from a large TL monolingual corpus and a very small bilingual one. The overwhelming majority of linguistic information is extracted in an automated manner using pattern recognition techniques.
Two types of evaluation have been reported, these concerning objective and subjective evaluations. Experimental results using objective metrics through a period of time have indicated a rising trend in terms of translation quality. Also, it has been shown that by introducing a new phrasing model for the sentences to be translated a substantial improvement is achieved. Subjective evaluation activities have indicated a higher translation accuracy achieved by other MT systems. A limiting factor for the PRESEMT methodology is admittedly the requirement for portability to new language pairs. This leads to the extraction of knowledge from texts via algorithmic means and the adoption of already existing linguistic tools, without modifications.
On the other hand, subsequent versions of the proposed MT system have shown a trend of improving translation accuracy. In this respect, objective evaluation results are promising, especially taking into account the fact that for several aspects, scope for improvement has been identified. This includes the revision of the structure selection phase, where smaller sub-sentential structures need to be combined to improve generalisation. In addition, improvements in the bilingual corpus compilation procedure need to be studied. The results of these ongoing experiments will be reported in the future.
